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The Skweezee Toolkit enables makers to create, explore, and understand squeeze
interactions with soft, conductive materials. The toolkit aims to bring squeeze interaction
theory to practice. In this booklet, we give insight into the definitions, electronic circuits,
calculations, and coding patterns behind the Skweezee technology. The booklet combines
matter originating from various disciplines, including interaction design, physics, psychology,
electronics, mathematics, programming, and law.

Models & Definitions
In order to understand Skweezee, we first define and model a squeeze and squeeze
interaction.
Squeeze
We define a squeeze as the interplay between a moving body and a material changing
physical form. When the body moves, it exerts forces to the material which changes physical
form. At the same time, when the material changes physical form, it exerts forces to the
body, which moves.

Fig 1: squeeze model
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Considering the model in figure 1, we note a few essential aspects of squeezes:
The body and material are inseparable
In the squeeze, both the body and the material exert forces upon each other, leading to
reactionary forces (see figure 2). These action-reaction force pairs are caused by the body
movement and the physical form change. At the same time, the force pairs affect both the
movement and form change. A body movement without the physical form change is
fundamentally different, as the force pairs are lacking. Similarly, the physical form change
without the body movement is not considered a squeeze in our model. In other words, a
squeeze cannot exist when isolating the body from the material.

Fig 2: action-reaction force pairs

The body blends action and reaction
As the squeeze is inseparable from the body, the sensorimotor system of the body plays an
essential role in squeezes. This complex system integrates sensory stimuli (perception) and
motor commands (action). As a consequence, the experiential aspect of squeezes are
inherently part of it. Furthermore, while from a technical perspective there is an action (input)
and reaction (output) to the squeeze, that is not relevant from a perceptual perspective. The
body perceives the squeeze as a whole, blending action, reaction, body, and material.
That also means that where the squeeze is initiated, from the body or from the material, is
not relevant in the squeeze experience. We see a place for squeeze experiences that are
initiated from a body movement, or from a material changing form.
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The body and material are not interchangeable.
The body and material are not only inseparable, but also noninterchangeable in squeezes.
The sensorimotor system of the body and how it was trained in the past is essential to how
squeezes are perceived and how the body moves. At the same time, different materials have
different characteristics that define how forces are distributed within the material and thus
how it changes form. When replacing the body or the material, the squeeze changes too. In
other words, the body and the material are defining for the squeeze. In our squeeze model,
the body does not necessarily imply a human body. At the same time, the material does not
necessarily imply a ‘pure’ physical material. The material can be constructed from different
components, both non-digital and digital materials.
Squeezes are momentary
The body and its sensorimotor system trains through experience, and materials age over
time and through use (often deteriorating). That means that the two inseparable and
noninterchangeable elements of squeezes – the body and the physical material – change
over time. Furthermore, the dynamics of body movements and physical form changes make
the temporal aspect of squeezes elementary. As a result, we conclude that squeezes are
unique and volatile: the squeeze happens in the moment. In other words, there is no way to
replay a squeeze. We can track or even repeat a body movement, or reconstruct a material
form, but the moment is gone. Even with the same body and the same material, every
squeeze will slightly differ from a previous one.

Squeeze Interaction
We define a squeeze interaction as a squeeze that is augmented with a computed reaction.
This reaction translates the squeeze to additional sensory stimuli, in synchrony with its
inherent kinesthetic stimulus.

Fig 3: squeeze interaction model
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Considering the model in figure 3, we note a few essential aspects of squeeze interactions:
A combination of physical & digital Materials
Squeezes require physical material, as implied by the physical form change as part of
squeezes. With the addition of a computed reaction, digital materials are required too. This
can be as a computer, microcontroller, sensors, electronics, and software. As the body is
able to blend body and material in interaction through the sensorimotor system, we do not
distinguish physical from digital. In the interaction, the composition of the material is not
relevant. While the squeeze model did not address material beyond its physical qualities
(through changing physical form), materials can be physical and digital.
Material properties propagate
Regardless of the material composition, the material properties propagate throughout the
interaction. The properties of the materials will affect the interactions with the composition of
materials, connecting the materials within the composition. Different physical and digital
materials will result in different squeeze interactions.
The body receives multimodal stimuli
The sensory stimulation is caused by the physical form change and the computed reaction in
confluence. As a consequence, the body perceives the squeeze interaction as a whole.
Squeeze interaction is momentary
The addition of multimodal stimuli does not change the momentary being of the interaction.
However, regarding the temporal aspect of the squeeze interaction, the multiple stimuli need
to be perceived in synchrony. Otherwise, the whole risks to be broken. While there might be
a technical delay between reactions, their perception should happen in synchrony.
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Skweezee
We conceptualise a squeeze interaction as augmented squeezes with computed reactions.
Skweezee aims to offer resources to create, explore, and understand squeeze interactions.

Fig 4: Skweezee model

With Skweezee, we aim to respect the materiality of the interaction, including the physical
characteristics, when designing the squeeze interactions.
Soft and conductive materials as foundation of Skweezee
Skweezee technology implements squeeze interactions. The foundation of the technology is
soft and conductive materials. While there are plenty of alternatives documented, Skweezee
explores this specific type of physical material.
Skweezee is not measuring, nor recording
With Skweezee technology, we focus on the experiential aspects of squeeze interactions.
That means that Skweezee is not made for precise measurements, nor to record squeezes.
We trade precision for experiential richness.
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Skweezee has four components
Skweezee technology is conceptually built using four components: a soft and conductive
material, sensing components, computing components, and reacting components. For each
of these four, we have multiple variations available.
The Skweeze toolkit
In the development of Skweezee technology, we endorse a maker mindset. We build the
knowledge and resources regarding Skweezee as a toolkit, which aims to enable makers to
create, explore, and understand squeeze interactions. The toolkit aims to maximise degrees
of freedom to makers, while transferring the knowledge and resources that we constructed
throughout our research.
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Electronics
Variable Voltage Divider
With Skweezee, we want to sense the deformation of the soft material, as a manifestation of
the physical squeeze. As the material is conductive, we can do so by connecting the material
in an electrical circuit, a voltage divider with a fixed pull-up resistor R1. The electrical
resistance of the soft, conductive material Rx will change as a result of the deformation.

Fig 5: Variable Voltage Divider

In the voltage divider, Vx decreases as the electrical resistance decreases. With a large
electrical resistance, the output voltage Vx is close to 5V. As the resistance drops to zero,
the output voltage Vx does too.
By matching Rx with R1, we achieve optimal values for Vx. In case R1 is too big, the value
of Vx will be close to 5V. Any changes in Rx will have little effect on the value of Vx. On the
other hand, in case R1 is too small, the value of Vx will be close to 0V. Any changes in Rx
will have little effect on the value of Vx.
Multiplexers
We use two multiplexers and a UTP cable to expand the measurement points within the soft
conductive material. A multiplexer is a controlled switch, which allows you to select one from
multiple inputs and connect this selected input to a single output. A UTP cable has eight
wires, so a multiplexer allows us to select one of these eight wires and connect it to a single
output.
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Fig 6: Skweezee Sensing Shield for Arduino

We connect the eight wires of the UTP cable to two multiplexers. This allows us to select
pairs of wires. Between eight wires, there are 28 unique pairs.

Fig 7: 28 pairs between 8 wires

By placing the multiplexers in the voltage divider circuit above, we can use a single
microcontroller pin to sense the electrical resistances between all unique combinations of 8
points (being 28).
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Fig 8: Voltage Divider with two multiplexers
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The code below shows how we program the multiplexers, and read the 28 resistances:
void sense() {
digitalWrite(EN, HIGH); // enable multiplexers
int c = 0; // counter
for (int i=0; i<8; i++) {
for (int j=i+1; j<8; j++) {
// for each unique pair of wires
// set select lines of multiplexers
digitalWrite( S2_A, bitRead(i,2) );
digitalWrite( S1_A, bitRead(i,1) );
digitalWrite( S0_A, bitRead(i,0) );
digitalWrite( S2_B, bitRead(j,2) );
digitalWrite( S1_B, bitRead(j,1) );
digitalWrite( S0_B, bitRead(j,0) );
delayMicroseconds( 30 ); // wait for multiplexers to switch
raw[c] = 255 - ( analogRead(0) >> 2 ); // read, bit shift, and inverse
value
c++; // increment counter, will go from 0 to 28
}
}
digitalWrite(EN, LOW); // disable multiplexers
}
Fig 9: controlling Skweezee Sensing Shield for Arduino

Connecting Shields in Parallel
To expand the dimension of Skweezee from 28 to multiples of 28 (56, 84, …), we connect
shields in parallel. All control pins can be linked together, only the output of the shields (that
connects to the analog input pin A0 on the Aruidno by default) needs to be connected to
different analog input pins (A0, A1, A2, …). This configuration enables us to control all
shields in parallel, while reading the values simultaneously. Let’s take a look at the code for
clarity:
void sense() {
digitalWrite(EN, HIGH); // enable multiplexers
int c = 0; // counter
for (int i=0; i<8; i++) {
for (int j=i+1; j<8; j++) {
// for each unique pair of wires
// set select lines of multiplexers
digitalWrite( S2_A, bitRead(i,2) );
digitalWrite( S1_A, bitRead(i,1) );
digitalWrite( S0_A, bitRead(i,0) );
digitalWrite( S2_B, bitRead(j,2) );
digitalWrite( S1_B, bitRead(j,1) );
digitalWrite( S0_B, bitRead(j,0) );
delayMicroseconds( 30 ); // wait for multiplexers to switch
rawA[c] = 255 - ( analogRead(0) >> 2 ); // shield one
rawB[c] = 255 - ( analogRead(1) >> 2 ); // shield two
rawC[c] = 255 - ( analogRead(2) >> 2 ); // shield three
rawD[c] = 255 - ( analogRead(3) >> 2 ); // shield four
c++; // increment counter, will go from 0 to 28
}
}
digitalWrite(EN, LOW); // disable multiplexers
}
Fig 10: controlling four Skweezee Sensing Shields for Arduino in parallel
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Fig 11: Four shields in parallel with Arduino

CreativeCommons BY-SA 4.0 license
The Skweezee hardware is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0
International Public License (CC BY-SA 4.0). In short, that means that you can use, share,
and adapt the Skweezee hardware in whatever way you want (both commercial as
non-commercial), as long as you give attribution and use the same license when distributing
your work in public. Note that this is a similar license to the Arduino boards.
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Calculations
Unique Combinations
Given a number of wires, what is the number of unique combinations we can form? Using
two multiplexers, the number of wires defines the dimension of the squeeze vector.
Ck = (n!)/((k!*(n-k)!) with n the number of wires, and k = 2 (to select pairs of two wires)
nC2 = (n!)/((2!*(n-2)!)
nC2 = n*(n-1)/2
n

For 8 wires in a UTP cable, that becomes 8C2 = 8*(8-1)/2 = 8*7/2 = 28
Norm
In order to abstract the sensed squeeze from technical implementation, we normalize the
sensed squeeze signal to a number in the range [0, 1]. This normalisation allows us to
perform various calculations and to connect different hardware and software to the signal,
depending on the desired reaction.
First, we keep track of the absolute maximum and minimum. So at every cycle, we compare
the current squeeze value with previous maximum and minimum values. If one of these
reference values is exceeded, we replace it with the current value. Then we normalise the
current value in reference to these maximum and minimum values. To protect the system for
a division by zero, we keep the squeeze value at 0 when minimum equals maximum.
if (value > max) max
if (value < min) min
if (max == min) norm
else norm = (value -

= value;
= value;
= 0;
min) / (max - min);

Square & Square root
Squaring a signal emphasizes nuances in the upper part of the range. The opposite
calculation, the square root, has the opposite effect. The square and square root of a
number between 0 and 1 results in a number between 0 and 1.
Moving Average
Using a moving average, we filter the signal.
Moving Standard Deviation
Calculating the standard deviation, we get information about the stability of the signal.
First Derivative
Calculating the first derivative of a signal, we get information about the speed of change and
the direction of the change.
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We program the first derivative on a microcontroller using a five-point stencil. This is a
numerical approximation of the first derivative, based on 4 neighbouring values.
/* Returns an approximation of the first derivative
* based on a five point stencil.
*
* diff() delivers a measure of change (speed);
* a positive number indicates 'squeezing',
* a negative number indicates 'releasing'.
*/
int diff() {
float sum = -1*f[0];
sum += 8*f[1];
sum += -8*f[3];
sum += 1*f[4];
return sum/12;
}

Integral
Calculating the integral of the signal, we get an indication of the activity within a certain time
period. This can be used to link squeezes with slow(er) feedback mechanisms.
Vector Magnitude
Calculating the vector magnitude allows us to get the intensity of the squeeze regardless of
location.
Unit Vector
Calculating the unit vector informs us on the location of the squeeze regardless of intensity
Dot Product
With a dot product, we compare two vectors (for example the current squeeze with a stored
template).
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Code
Arduino Timing
We run the Skweezee code at fixed intervals using the millis() function. Timing several
actions, for example sensing and actuating at different rates, is implemented like this:
int period = 30;

// 30 ms period for main loops

int printPeriod = 500; // 0.5 sec between printing magnitudes
unsigned long prevPrint // timestamp of previous print
// second one for demonstration purposes
int demoPeriod = 600000; // 10 minutes * 60 sec/min * 1000 ms/sec
unsigned long prevDemo // timestamp of previous
void setup() {
}
void loop() {
unsigned long t = millis();
if (t - prevPrint >= periodPrint) {
... // do print, this will run each ‘periodPrint’
}
if (t - prevDemo >= periodDemo) {
... // do demo, this will run each ‘periodDemo’
}
... // this code will run each ‘period’
while (millis() - t < period) {
// wait
}
}
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Arduino Serial
We implement bi-directional communication between a computer and the Arduino using
Serail.read() and Serial.println();
char mode = 'A';

// A = first mode
// B = second mode
// C = third mode

void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);
...
}
void loop() {
readCommand();
sendData();
...
delay(30);
}
void readCommand() {
if (Serial.available() > 0) {
char q = Serial.read();
switch (q) {
case 'A': ... break; // first mode
case 'B': ... break; // second mode
case 'C': ... break; // third mode
default:
Serial.println("Accepted modes: [A] first; [B] second; [C] third; ");
break;
}
}
}
void sendData() {
Serial.println(...);
}
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Sliding Window
To calculate moving averages, moving standard deviations, and a first derivative through a
five point stencil, we need to store a sliding window. Rotating the index of the value we write,
we can optimise the code: the next value will be written over the oldest one in the array.
const int window_size = 5;
int window_index = 0;
float slidingWindow [window_size];
void setup() {
...
}
void loop() {
...
slide(); // slide window
...
}
void slide() {
...
slidingWindow[window_index] = ...; // store current value in sliding window
window_index = (window_index + 1) % window_size; // rotate index
}

Five-point stencil
A five point stencil is used to calculate an approximation of the first derivative of a signal.
/* Returns an approximation of the first derivative
* based on a five point stencil.
*
* diff() delivers a measure of change (speed);
* a positive number indicates 'squeezing',
* a negative number indicates 'releasing'.
*/
int diff() {
float sum = -1*f[0];
sum += 8*f[1];
sum += -8*f[3];
sum += 1*f[4];
return sum/12;
}
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MIT License
All Skweezee software is copyrighted by KU Leuven and licensed under MIT license:
Copyright (c) 2019 KU Leuven
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person
obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation
files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without
restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,
copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following
conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
Except as contained in this notice, the name of KU Leuven shall
not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use
or other dealings in this Software without prior written
authorization from KU Leuven.
In short, that means that you can use, share, and adapt the Skweezee software in whatever
way you want (both in commercial as in non-commercial projects), as long as you preserve
the copyright and license notice. Except for the license, you are not allowed to use the name
of KU Leuven unless you have prior written authorization from KU Leuven. That means that
the .txt file containing the license must be kept. However, you are free to use the software in
whatever way you want, also to distribute (parts) of it under another license.
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skweezee.net
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